
 
Dear Parents and Friends of SGS, 
We held a very positive SGS Netball and Rugby Challenge on Friday, 
competing with Scone High School. The local school competition was 
played in a very good spirit and with strong competition. SGS were 
successful in winning all sections. The students enjoyed the chance to 
play in the rain, which certainly didn’t dampen anyone’s enthusiasm. 
 
Our Debating teams continue to have success and are growing in their 
confidence. Six teams competed in the HRIS Debating on Wednesday 
with all teams performing very well and four of the teams winning 
their debates. 
 
 

One of the Character Strengths is Humour. It is a very powerful and often special aspect of our 
lives. I know how much I enjoy experiencing good humour and the joy of laughter. It also has a 
positive effect on our wellbeing. In community we need to use humour wisely, in combination of 
the Character Strength of Self-regulation, as sometimes our humour can be taken the wrong way 
or misinterpreted by others. Let us use humour to uplift others and help create a positive 
environment. 
 
Dangerous Drop-off Practice 
 
Some members of the school community are choosing to drop off students in Aberdeen Street 
below the back gates. This is proving very dangerous, especially with the numerous large truck 
movements along Aberdeen Street for the by-pass works. We have had reports of trucks needing 
to stop as they are concerned they will run over children getting out of cars in this area. Please 
use the Kiss and Drop Zones designated for the safe off-load of the students.  
 
Please continue to pray for rain and for our Year 12 students. 
 

Paul Smart 
PRINCIPAL 

Dates to Remember - Important SGS Community Events   
 

 Monday 17 Sept - Year 8 Movie Night - 6pm @ STLC 

 Wednesday 19 Sept - Secondary Drama Night - 6pm @ St Luke’s 

 Friday 19 Oct - SGS Creative Arts Show - 3pm to 7pm @ SGS 

 Thursday 15 Nov - Homegrown & Handmade Markets - 3pm @ SGS 



Save the Date - Friday 19 October 



From the Burrow - Primary News with Mr Saunders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the week I read a wonderful article by writer Megan Jordan titled ‘Teaching Kindness to Children’. 
It poses some great questions that students can ask (which I have included below) to ensure they are 
thinking of others. Kindness is the pathway to empathy. In short, empathy is the ability to intellectually 
identify with or vicariously experience the emotions and thoughts of others. It can be a powerful skill and 
a lifelong tool for healthy relationships or simple daily interactions. We tell the kids, “You never know 
what that little bit of kindness will mean to someone’s day.” It can be a complex character trait to 
understand as a kid, so we focus on kindness. 
 
Kids can understand kindness. They know it when they see it and feel it. The trick is teaching them to 
demonstrate it. Modelling kindness at home and in public is the most powerful method available to you to 
instil the value in your children.  
 
We teach our kids to ask questions of themselves about those around them. In doing so, we teach them 
how to pause before reacting and to see through the eyes of others. 
 
Teach Your Children To Ask These Questions: 

Ask Themselves (of others):  

How would that would make him feel?                                                                                 
How would that make me feel?                                                                                     
Look at her face: What do I think she’s thinking right now?                                                
Is she maybe feeling lonely or left out?                                                                      
What else might he be upset about? 
 
When Fighting, Ask:  

Is it necessary to fight about this?                                                                                    
Is it worth being right or even just winning?                                                                   
Did I do something that hurt their feelings just to be cool? 
 

Ask Others:  

Are you okay?                                                                                                                          
Is there anything I can do to help?                                                                                   
Is there anything you need?                                                                                      
Want to play? 
 
 
  “Your deeds are your monuments.” - Egyptian tomb Inscription 
 
 

 
Word of the Week – empathy e.g. He seems to have a genuine empathy for his friends. 
ETYMOLOGY: Classical Greek 
MEANING: the ability to understand the thoughts, feelings or emotions of someone else. 

Congratulations to Isla Adams (3 Blue), Emmerson Simmons (2 Blue), Elliott Bull (6 Blue), Hugo Firth (5 
Gold), Will Gillett (2 Blue), Zac Gillett (2 Gold), Ella Bennett (4 Gold) and Evie Magnier (K Blue) who are 
celebrating their birthdays this week. I wish them all the best as they enjoy their special day and share 
the time with family and friends. 



From the Dean of Students P-12 
 
This year’s Creative Arts Show is up and running, with the theme of ‘Don’t Blink’. This reminded me of our 
school rule of life from Hebrews 12:1-2“…Let us run with resolution the race which is set before 
us, our eyes fixed on Jesus, on whom our faith depends from beginning to end.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This theme also reminded me of the story of Jesus walking on water and the importance of keeping our 
eyes on Him. Because Jesus was walking on water, Peter said, “Lord, if it is You, command me to walk in 
the water with You.” He did, and Peter stepped out of the boat in faith. Peter was doing okay as long as 
he kept his eyes and focus on Jesus! When Peter took his eyes off Jesus and looked at the darkness of 
the sea, amidst the howling winds, he was overcome with fear and began to sink. At the last moment, he 
cried out to Jesus to save him, and Jesus did.  
 
Taking his eyes off Jesus and focusing on the dangers of the storm overwhelmed Peter. Thankfully God is 
bigger than any storm in our lives. As we focus on Him in faith as we leap forward into new territory, He’ll 
give us the strength to do it victoriously.  
 
In Prayer this week:  
Reflect on:  Galatians 5:13 
Give thanks for: God’s generosity: For the gift of relationships; parents, teachers and supporters who 
truly care for us 
Pray for; Year 11 as they prepare for Preliminary Exams; Year 2 on camp; For families and students who 
are ill or struggling at the moment; For your son or daughter’s teacher/s!  
 
Rev’d Nate 
natkinson@sgs.nsw.edu.au   
 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Galatians+5:13
mailto:natkinson@sgs.nsw.edu.au


Head of Secondary 
 
As I started to reflect and prepare my final Chapel presentation for Year 12, I thought about the many 
things they have done this year that have put a smile on my face.  
 
The one thing that kept coming up was how much I have enjoyed my morning bus duties this year. I 
regularly do bus duty on Monday and Friday mornings, and this year I have been joined by Gilbert O'Brien 
and Mikayla Hamson. They have made it their mission to make sure everyone who comes through the 
gate is greeted with a smile. The whole student leadership team took on morning duty this year as a way 
to start the day with a positive. It has been a great success and a wonderful legacy to leave. If you 
haven't yet walked through the main school or Primary gate and experienced the welcome, please do  
before Year 12 finish this term.  
 
If you need a few laughs, please join us at the Year 8 Movie Night 'Through the Lens' on Monday evening   
17 September and Drama Night on Wednesday 19 September. These occasions will be great displays of 
our students’ work. Drama Night will also include the premiere of Lleyton Hails' HSC Drama Movie, “Life”.  
 
A date for your diary, Friday 19 October (the first Friday of Term 4) for the SGS Creative Arts Show. A 
great display of student work, and some ‘sneaky’ staff have art pieces for auction as well.  
 
Come and join us at these events and see once again, what a range of talented young people we have! 
 
Quote of the week 
 
"The sky is an infinite movie to me. I never get tired of looking at what's happening up there."-K.D Lang 

 
Have a great week  
Mrs Deanna Hollis  
dhollis@sgs.nsw.edu.au 
 
 
 



Tales from The Yellow Cottage 
 

We had a vision earlier this year, we wanted to embrace strength based learning with the TYC 
children.  
 
We started using the language with them and really highlighting to them when they were using their 
strengths and what their strengths were. At Bush Kindy last week as I watched a small group of 
children play. I heard them using the language of strengths showing they not only understood this but 
showed a clear demonstration of what these strengths mean and how we should employ them in their 
everyday activities. This is exactly the outcome we were aiming for. We hoped the children would be 
able to tackle the challenges in life by drawing on their strengths and seeing strengths in others. If we 
ever needed proof that what we are doing is working it was evident today and everyday now at The 
Yellow Cottage.  
 
Ruby and Paxton found a huge branch and wanted to add it to the tee pee they were building in the 
bush. It looked impossible to me but to them it was a challenge they wanted to embrace and Ruby 
knew she could not do it alone.....Paxton I need your help. She chose the right friend Paxton loves to 
help Ruby and he understands teamwork. Tottie was watching and she could see the challenge in the 
size of the branch. She used her leadership and asked Rennie and Bodie to help. Rennie’s little eyes lit 
up. I am not sure if he was thinking chainsaw or just excited by the challenge. Bodie dialed up his 
energy and zest and saw how much his strength was needed. As they worked together to drag the 
branch it got snagged onto another tree. Ruby the foreman with her excellent leadership skills, 
said ..... wait guys it is stuck on a tree we need to work out how to get it out. Tottie is the creative 
thinker of the group and she said ......we need to twist the branch and then pull it. Together they 
followed Tottie’s plan and hey presto the branch was pulled and dragged and the four friends 
persevered until they got it to the tee pee. The children then actually congratulated themselves using 
strength based language..... we are a great team.....yes we are strong!!!!  
 
It is play experiences like this where children learn they are resilient, resourceful and can draw on 
their strengths when life throws them a challenge. These children showed they have a growth 
mindset, they never once saw the situation as impossible. They knew the strengths they needed to 
employ and they had the knowledge and the language of these to make it happen in a very explicit 
way.  
 
This is only one example and we are seeing this happening everywhere and everyday. The children 
are using the language in their interactions and play and demonstrating to us all the time their 
understanding of these. The children are using positive emotions and strengths as a resource. They 
are building strong brains and gaining life long skills for when they face challenges or difficult 
emotions.  
 

 



News from the School Counsellor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social-Emotional Resilience 
Home Challenge: A skill of social-emotional resilience is being able to control your impulses.  
 
Describe a time you have done this and how you could do it more often.  
 
Building students’ leadership capabilities will assist them to stay focused on the job at hand and ignore 
distractions:  
 

 using the strengths leadership, bravery, self-regulation and perspective will connect them with the 
moment; 

 enabling them to do the right thing and do the thing right; 

 developing grit = passion + long term persistence. 
 
 
Teaching students the difference between activity and action will benefit them:  
 

 activity – having little meaning and purpose to allow their minds to be hijacked by their feelings; 

 action – having meaning and purpose to follow through on what they say they will do; 

 leaders know that difference and show it in their every thought, word and action. 
 
  
Several of the key ingredients which make up leadership are:  
 

 believe that other people matter;  

 have a higher purpose in life to make a positive difference;  

 use a combination of their own and others’ strengths to achieve what the group sets out to do;  

 an understanding that the right thing to do is nearly always the hard thing to do and then being 
prepared to do it; 

 welcome challenges and overcome them by using growth mindsets to learn new and try approaches 
to build their brain’s abilities.  

 
 

“It wasn’t till quite late in life that I discovered how easy it is to say, “I don’t know” 
W. Somerset Maugham 

 
 
Kat Moore 
kmoore@sgs.nsw.edu.au 



 
 

 

STOP RIGHT THERE!  
 
 

 
 

WHAT ARE YOU DOING AT 6PM ON WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 19? 
 

COME TO DRAMA NIGHT AT ST LUKE’S HALL  
 

Be astonished at the skills of Year 7 Storytelling winners. 
 
Laugh with Year 8 as they explore the trials and tribulations of being a modern 
teenager. 
 
Empathise with 9/10 Drama as they demonstrate what happens when theatre 
students suddenly aren’t typecast anymore. (And find out what happened to 
the ferret!) 
 
Admire the hard work that has gone into preparing for the HSC Performance 
exams and be amazed by Lleyton Hails’ film “Life”. 
 
 
Performers may stay at school till 6pm; there will be supervision.  As usual, we will be 
collecting for the Westpac Helicopter with a donation bucket at the door.  
 

 



Curriculum News 
 
HRIS Middle School Debating Gala Day 
 
Twenty-five students left school bright and early on Wednesday morning to travel to Bishop Tyrell 
Anglican College (BTAC), to take part in the HRIS Middle School Debating Gala Day. SGS sent six teams, 
three from Primary and three from Years 7 and 8 to take part in this yearly event. 
 
In Round 1, Year 6 had the negative argument for the topic, ‘That Australia needs a new flag.’ This was 
a closely contested debate with BTAC coming away as winners. Congratulations to Lottie Firth, Thomas 
Burnett, Sarah Clark and Georgina Pratley for developing strong arguments and working hard on their 
rebuttals.  
 
Round 1 for Stage 4 was, ‘That all students should be required to do volunteer work in the community.’ 
SGS had the affirmative and were up against Macquarie College.  Charlotte Kelly, Max Seale, Hamish 
Guiana and Harriette Firth won this debate putting forth very strong arguments and rebuttals. 
 
Round 2 saw the Year 5 group , Allyson Irwin, Charlotte Clark, Gina Kimpton and Charlie Mitchell have 
their first debate. They did a wonderful job with the negative argument for the topic, ‘That primary 
school students should get shorter days.’ Although they didn’t win against Lakes Grammar, they spoke 
well and learnt from the experience.  
 
The Stage 4 students were against Manning Valley Anglican College arguing the Negative case ‘that 
reality TV is dumbing us down.’ Bridget Burnett, Destiny Wilton, Dan O’Regan and Heidi Edlington won 
this debate with Daniel taking out the ‘Best Debater’ Award for the round. 
 
Finally, Round 3 for the Primary Team was against Heritage College on the topic, “That all animals 
should be banned from performing in circuses’. Dan Crowther, Scarlett Frampton, Sofia Edlington and 
Hannah Glenn had the affirmative and won this debate convincingly with Dan and Scarlett both taking 
out the ‘Best Debater’ Award. In my opinion, all three could have received this award as they all spoke 
extremely well.  
 
The Stage 4 team also won their debate on the topic, ‘That we should put the environment first.’ This 
team consisted of Kristen Martin, Lexi Walsh, Sam Barry and Emily Winfield and they had the affirmative 
argument. 
 
I would like to thank Ms Louise Broomfield, for helping us prepare for these debates and for attending 
with us and Mrs Michelle Edwards for driving the bus. Mrs Natalie Kelly also helped to prepare the 
Primary teams on Thursday afternoons. 
 
Once again, it was a pleasure to take these talented young students away for the day. I am incredibly 
proud of each and every one of them for working so hard  to develop their debating skills. 
Deb Moore 

 
 



Curriculum News 
 
Australian Geography Competition 
 
Geography students from Scone Grammar School tested their geographical skills and knowledge against 
students from all around Australia in the 2018 Australian Geography Competition. Over 72 000 students 
from 743 schools entered the Competition so the results can assist us with knowledge about how our 
students are going in certain aspects of the geography course. Once again we have had some students 
achieve outstanding results. Of the 140 students who participated, almost 20% achieved a Credit, 
Distinction or High Distinction.  
 
Geography is an important subject which develops a student’s understanding of the spatial relationships 
between people and place. It helps students appreciate the complex nature of local, regional and global 
social, economic and environmental interactions. 
 
The Competition is a joint initiative of the Australian Geography Teachers’ Association and the Royal 
Geographical Society of Queensland, and in NSW it is sponsored by Macquarie University. 
 
High Distinction: Daniel O’Regan, Samuel Barry, Prunella Hayes, Tyler Kelly 
 
Distinction:   Georgie McRae, Huw Witts, Bridget Burnett, Harriette Firth, Hamish Guiana,  
    Chester Hall, Edward Bell, Alex Buckley 
 
Credit:    Caryss Parry, Ally Taylor, Lexi Walsh, Ryan Cook, Heidi Edlington, Jack Faulkner,  
    Jesse Latham, Tarun Nagaraj, Charlotte Heaton, Christopher Henderson, Clare  
    Price, Molly Wong, Lila Christopher. 
 
Congratulations to all students who participated. 
 
Kate Gallagher 
Geography Teacher 
 

Equestrian News 
 
Good luck to the students competing at the Liverpool Plains Equestrian Interschools Event– Allyson 
Irwin, Charlie Mitchell, Charlie Richardson, Georgia Thrift, Hannah Smith, Harry Warner and Olivia Thrift. 
 
Tuesday Horse Sports’ participants have had a great time playing polocrosse guided by the instruction 
from Miss Fin.  
 
We will be practising show jumping in preparation for the Interschools’ Equestrian Expo to be held at 
Tamworth in October. 
 

Anne Davies 
Equestrian Co-ordinator 



Sports News 
 
Rowing News 

 
It has been very exciting on the regatta front. After a fantastic training session on what was the best 
water we have had for months last week, we entered into our first regatta for the season.  The 
Newcastle University Regatta was held at Berry Park, Morpeth on Sunday 8 September. This season we 
have fourteen students registered with NSW Rowing to compete in regattas. Twelve were available for 
crews on the Sunday.  
 
We have a mixture of ages with nine of our rowers racing in their first ever regatta under the guidance 
and support of their Rowing Captains Tim Caslick, Holly McDonald and Rory Manwarring. All of our new 
rowers raced in quads and will gradually progress to racing in doubles and singles as their skill and 
confidence improves. 
 
This is the first time we have included Year 7 students in the Rowing Programme and they were very 
excited to finally get on the water and race. Our Under 15’s Boys’ Crew consisted of Angus Davidson, 
Harry O’Neil and Patrick McLaren and they were supported by a boy from HVGS, Hugh Gelder. I coxed 
this crew in their first ever race and they performed well. I think they were in shock when I informed 
them that they had reached the half way mark with 500m to go! The boys had their second race in the 
Under 16’s event in which Tim was able to race with them. The more time they spend on the water the 
more they will improve with their consistency and timing. 
 
We have two crews in the girls, an Under 16’s crew including Rory, Holly, Edwina Irwin and Bridget 
Burnett and an Under 15’s crew consisting of Charlotte Chopin, Grace Saunders, Amory Manwarring and 
Georgie McCrae. Both crews raced against each other in the Under 16’s event with our older girls taking 
out 3rd place and our juniors surviving their first race although more work is needed on their direction! 
In the Under 15’s race the girls had patches of consistent blade work and are learning more about the 
concentration and timing needed in racing. Our senior girls raced in the D grade quad event where any 
age group can combine to form crews. I raced with Rory, Holly and Edwina and we rowed strongly to 
place second, only beaten by a Newcastle University crew. Bridget and Charlotte combined with some 
ladies from the Endeavour Club and were complimented on their good technique and fitness in what was 
their first ever race.  
 
Tim, Rory and Holly are in their second season of racing and are competent to compete in doubles 
events. Tim partners with a boy from the Lake Macquarie Club and raced in two doubles events 
including the D grade and Under 16’s doubles in which they performed strongly.  Rory and Holly 
competed in the Under 16’s double in which they came 3rd. Tim was also asked to fill in for an 
Endeavour men’s crew which was a great experience for him. 
 
Attending a regatta is very involved and includes transporting of boats and oars, loading and washing of 
this equipment and setting up of marquees etc. I would like to thank all the parents and students who 
attended the Regatta as it was a real team effort with everyone very willing to assist me in making the 
day such a success. Our next Regatta is on Sunday 30 September. 
 
Chris Brennen 
Rowing Co-ordinator 
 



Community Notices 
 

SCONE SHORT FILM FESTIVAL  

22nd & 23rd September 

Short films with big stories. 
World class, award winning, Australian short films. 
Saturday 22nd 6.30pm - Red carpet event with wine and supper  

Sunday 23rd 11am - casual encore screening.  Morning tea available 

  

               
 
Scone FilmFest is an annual short film festival that brings a little bit of Sydney’s Tropfest or Flickerfest 
to Scone.   It’s unique to the area, bringing award-winning, world class Australian films, some of 
which have screened around the world, to Scone. 
  
Now in its tenth year, the festival only screens Australian short films.  There is something for 
everyone, with a range of films from comedy, music video, animation to drama.  
  
Experience a film-lover’s delight, with the films including Liv Hewson, Boori Monty Prior, John Wood 
and Dan Wyllie. 
  
Tickets available NOW from Huntabook in Scone or online at  www.sconefilms.org.au          
  
Like us on  www.facebook.com/sconefilms 
For insurance, under 18s must be accompanied by a parent or adult guardian 
 
 School Holiday Movie Fun 

http://www.sconefilms.org.au
http://www.facebook.com/sconefilms


Community Notices & News 
 

For Your Diary 
 

Term 3 - Monday 23 July to  
Friday 28 September 

 
 
Week 8 
Friday 14 September 
Year 2 Excursion return 
AICES Athletics 
 
Week 9 
Monday 17 September 
HRIS 15s Basketball Trials 
Year 11 Exams to 26 September 
CIS Primary Cricket Trials & 18 September 
Scone Grammar Through the Lens Film Night – 
Year 8 
Kinder Gymnastics 
Tuesday 18 September 
Wednesday 19 September 
Drama Night 
Bengalla Mine - Scholarship Interviews 
Thursday 20 September 
Year 1 Dubbo Excursion & 21 September 
Duke of Ed – Bronze 
Kindy Sleepover 
Friday 21 September 
HRIS Secondary Sports' AGM - SGS Host 
Old Scholars from 1998 Visit 
Year 1 Dubbo return 
 
Week 10 
Monday 24 September 
Kinder Gymnastics 
Year 11 Exams to 26 September 
Tuesday 25 September 
CIS Secondary Athletics 
U13 Rugby Sec. Schools 7's Final 
Wednesday 26 September 
School Council Meeting 
Thursday 27 September 
Year 12 Valedictory Dinner 
Choose Maths Mentoring Programme 
Friday 28 September 
Year 12 Final Chapel 
 

End Term 3 
 

Term 4  -  Monday 15 October to 
Wednesday 5 December 

 
 

Canteen Roster    

 
Term 3 - Monday 23 July to  

Friday 28 September 
 

 
Week 8 
Friday 14 September 
Fiona Bailey, Emma Ridley, Sarah Stanford 
 
Week 9 
Monday 17 September 
Jenny Crackett 
Tuesday 18 September 
Fiona Bailey 
Wednesday 19 September 
Fiona Bailey,  XXXX 
Thursday 20 September 
Jenny Crackett,   XXXX 
Friday 21 September 
Jenny Crackett, Kirralee Green, Tracey Stewart 
 
Week 10 
Monday 24 September 
Jenny Crackett 
Tuesday 25 September 
Jenny Crackett 
Wednesday 26 September 
Jenny Crackett, Mandy Kennedy 
Thursday 27 September 
Fiona Bailey, Lyn Sinclair 
Friday 28 September 
Fiona Bailey, Mel Gillett, Vanda Mikuckiene 
 

End Term 3 
 
  
XXXX – Helpers urgently needed 


